
Release Notes for 7.0.12258 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT AR Change Statement site phone field expanded beyond 15 characters. 

statement3.rpt site phone field expanded in length. 

 

SPOT Conveyor Change The delivery arm selection button in the Offload tab of Conveyor 

Operations now displays selected arms more clearly, and is aware of 

both store and route default delivery arm settings. 

 

SPOT Conveyor Fix Recent change to the Offload tab of Conveyor Operations made it so 

that orders could not be offloaded if the conveyor had no arms 

configured. 

 

SPOT Conveyor Fix Conveyor offload arm selection changed back to default values when 

selecting another store/route 

 

SPOT Coupons New Feature Click-to-redeem support for emailing rewards 

Added a setting to use Click-to-Redeem functionality when reward 

coupons are emailed by SPOT. When enabled, the coupon will not be 

created at the time of email. Instead, a link will be present in the 

email. If the customer clicks the link the coupon will then be created 

and applied to the next detail session automatically. 

Store Settings > Customer Rewards Settings > Use Click-to-

Redeem for Email Awards 

 

All of these tokens will be substituted with a Click-to-Redeem 

URL when the setting is enabled: 

@REWARDBARCODE, @REWARD2DBARCODE, @COUPONURL 

 

SPOT Customer 

View 

Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

Customer View - show that the customer initiated Twilio STOP 

(per mobile phone) 

If the customer has replied with STOP to an SMS sent by SPOT, the 

General Tab of Customer View as well as the More Phones view will 

say "(Disabled)" in red next to the phone number. 

 

SPOT Email Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

Campaign viewer will now display campaigns that as of yet have no 

messages (regardless of date range), unless the campaign is marked 

inactive. 

 

SPOT Gift 

Cards 

Fix Configuration problem of adding a tender type of Gift Card and not 

setting a Gift Card Profile in Program Configuration>Store>Site 

Settings>Gift Card Settings is no longer allowed. 

Program Configuration>Store>Site Settings>Gift Card 

Settings>Gift Card Profile is required for tender type "Gift 

Card". 

SPOT HSL Fix HSL/Edit Definitions - Change ID/Key now allows alpha characters. Menu>HSL (Heat Seal Labels)>View/Edit Definitions>Change 

ID/Key 



SPOT Order 

View 

Fix When viewing an archived invoice, the redo and reassign customer 

buttons are now disabled. 

 

SPOT Process 

Steps 

Fix Fixed a problem where a workflow step's status override settings did 

not work when fast racking was enabled. 

 

SPOT Reports Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

Add reassignable bags to bag scan reports 

Reassignable bags are now included in the Bag Scans by Customer 

and Date report, Bag Scans by Route by Day (Detail) report, Bag 

Scans by Route by Day (Summary) report and Bag Scans Not Detailed 

report. 

 

Reports>Reports Gallery>Routes> Bag Scans by Customer and 

Date, Bag Scans by Route by Day (Detail), Bag Scans by Route 

by Day (Summary) and Bag Scans Not Detailed. 

SPOT Routes Fix When setting a manual route start or stop address SPOT will now use 

the correct list of locality abbreviations (US states, Canadian 

provinces, etc) based on SPOT locality settings. 

 

SPOT SMS Fix Fixed a problem where null characters in incoming SMS messages 

prevented the SMS Replies alert from displaying. 

 

API General Fix Fixed - API - New customer signup is not using the store setting that 

sets up the default for "disable minimum order surcharge" 

 

CustomerConnect 

3.x 

General Fix Fixed - CustomerConnect (v3) signup link will now correctly redirect 

to the simplified signup according to the setting 

 

 


